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CHRISTINI All Wheel Drive to Launch II-Track Snow Utility Bike

CHRISTINI All Wheel Drive Motorcycles' "II-Track" Snow Utility Bike system aims to add
serious traction to the snow bike and utility vehicle world.

Philadelphia, PA (PRWEB) March 31, 2016 -- CHRISTINI All Wheel Drive Motorcycles announces the
development of their II-Track Snow Bike system for use in both recreation and military applications. This two
track system will utilize the All Wheel Drive technology of the CHRISTINI AWD Motorcycle platform to
power both the front and rear of the machine via a patent pending front track system. The front track system
will enable the already versatile CHRISTINI AWD Motorcycle to be used as a year round machine grabbing
traction in every condition imaginable.

How it Works:
The system will utilize a small snow track that will be centered between a split ski to assist in flotation. The
track will be positioned between the front forks and driven from the front hub which in turn is powered by the
AWD drive system. The track will be integrated into the split ski configuration in a way that is adjustable for
various conditions from hard packed snow, soft powder, mud, and sand. Because the track will be positioned in
the front of the machine, it will also be used as a braking system as well as an additional traction source.

Compatibility:
The CHRISTINI AWD Motorcycle has a standard dirt bike swing arm configuration which makes it compatible
with standard snow track systems allowing them to work in conjunction with the CHRISTINI II-Track. To use
the II-Track system, a rider will have to have a CHRISTINI AWD 450 four stroke or 300 two stroke
motorcycle as the base machine. CHRISTINI AWD Motorcycles start at $8,395 MSRP.

About CHRISTINI AWD Motorcycles:
CHRISTINI AWD Motorcycles is the worlds only manufacturer of high performance All Wheel Drive
Motorcycles and offers a full line of Dual Sport, Super Moto, Offroad, Race bikes. CHRISTINI has bikes in
over 35 countries and supplies the US Military, US Border Patrol, UK, UAE, Jordan and various special forces
units around the world.

For more information on the CHRISTINI AWD II-Track system, CHRISTINI's line of All Wheel Drive
motorcycles, or CHRISTINI AWD Military motorcycles, contact the company at awdsales(at)christini(dot)com
or go to www.christini.com.
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Contact Information
Steve Christini
Christini Technologies, Inc.
http://www.christini.com
+1 2153519895

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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